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When logging into the website, a login panel will open as it is indicated in the screenshots. If the “Tenant”
field is empty (which will be empty because there will be a new entry), please press the Switch button
and please select “Kimo”. A list will open, simply select Koç University from the list and click Save.

LOG IN TO SYSTEM
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https://exchanger.kion.com.tr/Account/Login


When you select KU, the login options will appear on the screen:

After this step, the system will direct to the EWP system and enable us to access the learning
agreements.

LOG IN TO SYSTEM

Please proceed by clicking on the "Kimo" button. By clicking this button, the system will redirect to
our dedicated portal. Once redirected, please enter the KUSIS (Koç University Student Information
System) credentials in the provided login window.



After logging in please click on the
"Applications" tab to proceed.

After clicking on the applications tab,
it will lead you to the "Learning
Agreement" tab.

From the Learning Agreement tab, the
"Add Learning Agreement" button can be
accessible on the right-hand side of the
screen.



After clicking the "Add Learning
Agreement" button, a form will
appear and firstly you need to
select the "Mobility Type".

The form consists of six parts
and the first section is the
"Student Information" section.

Please fill out the required
information.



The second part is the "Sending
Institution Information" section.

Please select the sending
institution from the "Organization"
tab.

Please make sure to complete all the
information needed before you move
to the next step.

The third part is the "Receiving
Institution Information" section.

Please make sure to complete all
the information needed.



The mandatory parts to be
filled in the "Proposed Mobility
Programme" section are
"Language" and "The Level of
Competence"

Please make sure to complete
all the courses you are
planning to take at the host
university and which you
already discussed and got
approval from your Erasmus+
coordinator.

There are no mandatory fields in
the "Virtual Component" section.



Finally, you can complete the
Learning Agreement by filling in
the signature part in the
"Commitment" section and save
the form.

 By saving you have completed the
process and sent the request to the
Erasmus+ coordinator / host
institution.


